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In a year of moderate economic growth, cash dividend payouts have also grown at a steady

pace. The U.S. Dividend Stream®, which sums the indicated dividend payments of all U.S.

listed payers, has grown at a 5.4% rate over the previous 12 months, close to the 5.8%

annual figure since 2007.1

Of the 20 largest dividend payers in the U.S. market, 18 have grown their payments this

year. The WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Index (WTDGI) held 12 out of these 18

securities in 2023, which contributed to its dividend growth of 6.6% exceeding the broad

U.S. market by north of 1%. It is important to highlight how WTDGI did not hold the only

two non-growers, AbbVie and AT&T.
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The WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Index (WTDGI), tracked by the WisdomTree U.S

. Quality Dividend Growth Fund (DGRW), selects companies that look attractive across

measures of profitability, like ROE and ROA, and earnings growth prospects and weights

them by their Dividend Stream. As highlighted above, this fundamental model has allowed

WTDGI to gain exposure to dividend growers and stay away from companies at risk of

cutting or suspending dividend payments.

Improving Risk-Adjusted Return of a Core AllocationImproving Risk-Adjusted Return of a Core Allocation

In a post we wrote to celebrate WTDGI’s 10-year anniversary last year, we highlighted

how since its inception in 2013, WTDGI has managed to outperform the S&P 500 by about 40

basis points annually and do so with 1.3% lower volatility.

The efficient frontier below shows the annualized return and volatility of portfolios

built by combining WTDGI and S&P 500. The data used for this chart stems from April 11,

2013, to December 6, 2023, and assumes that the allocation is rebalanced semiannually at

the end of April and October. Each dot on the curve shows a 5% shift in allocation from

one asset to the other.

Given their high correlation, which ranges from 0.91 to 0.99 in rolling one-year

periods, it is not surprising to see the straight-line nature of the efficient frontier

rather than the typical curve of lower correlation assets. This being said, it is

important to highlight how combining these two would’ve helped investors reduce

volatility without coming at the cost of performance or, rather, also be a benefit in

performance.

Asset Allocation: WTDGI vs. S&P 500Asset Allocation: WTDGI vs. S&P 500
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Index MethodologyIndex Methodology

The methodology of WTDGI’s annual rebalance, which happened on December 13, can be

explained in the following stages:

Starting Universe:Starting Universe: The Index’s starting universe consists of dividend-paying U.S.

equities that meet WisdomTree’s liquidity requirements and whose market caps exceed

$2 billion. Companies whose dividend coverage ratios are less than 1 (i.e.,

dividends exceed earnings) are removed, as are companies flagged as risky by

WisdomTree’s composite risk score (CRS).

Composite Score Selection:Composite Score Selection: Companies are then ranked based on an equally weighted

composite score of growth and quality. Growth is defined as consensus estimated

earnings growth over the next one to three years, while quality is calculated as a

50/50 score of the company’s average three-year ROE and ROA. The top 300 companies

are selected into the portfolio.

Final Portfolio: Final Portfolio: The 300 companies selected are Dividend-Stream-weighted to

reflect the proportionate share of aggregate cash dividends. An individual holding

cap of 8% is applied prior to a 20% sector cap for all sectors except Info. Tech.

(30%) and Real Estate (10%).

The chart below highlights the different stages of WTDGI’s latest rebalance in December

2023 and compares portfolio characteristics versus those of the S&P 500 Index (teal).
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For definitions of terms in the figure above, please visit the glossary. 

Rebalance HighlightsRebalance Highlights

WTDGI’s starting universe already shows a quality tilt and improving valuation coming

from removing non-dividend payers and companies whose dividends exceed earnings or are
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at risk of cutting their dividend payments. 

Upon selecting the 300 best-scoring companies on the composite score of growth and

quality and Dividend-Stream-weighting the basket, the portfolio exhibits stronger

quality and growth characteristics. Aggregate ROE exceeds the S&P 500 by almost 9%, and

the median estimated growth of the portfolio is 1.5% higher.

More than half of the weight is allocated to the highest ROE companies. Both the

trailing and forward valuations of the portfolio are lower than the S&P 500, showing how

this process can achieve its tilts by keeping valuations in check and having a higher

dividend yield than the market.

Sectors like Consumer Staples, Health Care and Industrials are over-weight while Comm.

Services and Utilities are under-weight.

DGRW: The ETF That Tracks WTDGIDGRW: The ETF That Tracks WTDGI

DGRW has been a favored ETF for core exposure to the market, and outperforming the S&P

500 with lower volatility has been a prime feature. Selecting only companies we see as

best positioned to deliver dividend growth has led this ETF to have a smoother ride than

core indexes with the more volatile non-dividend-paying stocks. Whether you want some

value exposure or growth exposure, DGRW plays down the middle, trying to bring elements

of selecting high-quality growth stocks but with a dividend and valuation framework

involved in weighting.

 

 

1 Sources: WisdomTree, MSCI. Data from 11/30/07–11/30/23.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

There are risks associated with investing, including the possible loss of principal.

Funds focusing their investments on certain sectors increase their vulnerability to any

single economic or regulatory development. This may result in greater share price

volatility. Dividends are not guaranteed, and a company currently paying dividends may

cease paying dividends at any time. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for specific

details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

Related FundsRelated Funds

+ WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Fund

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Dividend StreamDividend Stream  : Refers to the regular dividends per share multiplied by the number of

shares outstanding.

Return on Equity (ROE)Return on Equity (ROE)  : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much

profit a company generates with the money shareholders have invested.

Return on assets (ROA)Return on assets (ROA)  : Firm profits (after accounting for all expenses) divided by

the firm’s total assets. Higher numbers indicate greater profits relative to the level

of assets utilized to generate them.

S&P 500 IndexS&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the

Standard and Poor’s Index Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading

industries in the United States economy.

Basis pointBasis point  : 1/100th of 1 percent.

VolatilityVolatility  : A measure of the dispersion of actual returns around a particular average

level.&nbsp.

Composite risk scoreComposite risk score  : A term that refers to combining multiple factors—for example

quality and momentum—to quantify the potential riskiness of a security relative to

comparable companies.
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